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the Trustees to.. be chosen for their con-
nections in industry and government.
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u e n the classroom, top down.

- • cientis.ts must learn not too ti\ 3'1- ends to which their rea 
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easeo After having lived on campus for oneo ernment servants must 1 th 
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the turbulent, �uesting nature of youth and quarter (and a little more), I have comeo response in order to fi�� ; 
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remove them totally from the ribald influ- to the realization that Kalamazoo College the universities can prot st 
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fessors of the art of existence, Pharisees,o school, college appeared to me as some \ search: "praise free speech d 
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who pride themselves on their "experience different kind of existence, free fromo amunition ." 
an pass theo

of life"--that is to say, their lack of in•o society's constriction of the mind. Io There was no sudden takeover of American 

dividualit1 (for they are all cut of the thought I would be surrounded by a fer- \ universities. In the earlier part of this 

same pattern); and who are good !cir nothingo ment of free, flying thinking (no, not \ century, the small number of universitieso

revolutionary necessarily), just minds that existed quite obviously !;lerved onlyo

groping with ideas in an unfettered atmos the upper class. It was a place where 

phere. Instead, and it took some time to l young men sowed their wild oats, learnedo

life, acceptance of the station one finds realize it, KCollege, in other words the \a little about Plato and nineteenth cent-

ones' self in, and so on--never once thinking administration stifles a:n.y growth of ima- loury �iterature, and ·made the "connections"o

about the sense of any of these words. for gination with stern admonitions of,"Again-l (marital and businesswise) that wottld al-

their contentment is that of the cloistered st the rules." If there is no rule, one I low them to continue their proud··traditiono

self-castration; they judge with unspeakably will be contrived. There usually is a the newly arrived illlmigrants worked in 

paltry animosity the vehement, ardent natureo rule though. Examples are many. The )city sweatshops and struggled to get theiro

of him who refuses to accept their insipid, leader of our maintenance men has beeno so theyo

"daily-task" cill.endar of existnece. Oh, howo seen wandering around dormitory halls 

wlgar are all these _preachers of the false- tearing papers (not ,.even obscene o�es)o

of the earthly joys- how vulgar every . off doors stating, "I couldn't see the 

onel Men such aa-tNorman Mailer, Wm. F. Buck- room number." Seem trivial? It is, and and more universities and colleg es so the 

ley Jr., J. Kennf:th Galbraith, Wm. s Bur- it shows to what extent the "law" on cam- manpower to run huge corporations, staff 

pus . mirrors in their attitude t�at of school systems, desi g n advanced machinery 

society as a whole toward anything out of and d evelop mew technology could be train-
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as it were, intent on making itself heard ono is what they so easily call the "hippies. 1
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issues involving them little or only as iso- I won't even attempt to go into how small collar workers were moving into the ru-

.lated instances in an all-encompassing and and ignorant the adm' s concept of anyone ling class; instead the universities were 

ususall, vague and general statement of PU:.- with long hair is. However, they are expanding to keep the economy expandin g : 

pose, policy, or whatever. The heinous zeal bothered by these people, who seem to do going_to college was your ticked into the 

of those enthusiasts consistently transcendso most of the things. which are out of the w
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the intrinsic value of that for which they ordinary. Steps are continually taken to a s"--doctors and lawyers--bave become 

act. Motivation has become a purpose in it - arrest any such ac�ions which are the only new style bureaucratic functionaries. 

self. Original a,nd, more often than not wo things that break the'mental monotony of H�e law firms serving mammoth corpora-

\wor�hwhile causes are often -buried in z�y this campus. This imagination and striv- t ons have turned careers based on indi-

desire to reach some sort of achievement, no ing for a freedom of existence is entire vidual enterprise into graduated steps ino

matte: what the object. Verbal and actual di� ly at odds with the adm's misconception the corporate hierarchies. Doctors hav& 

g�ession has brought many a good cause to it's of educational experience•. One highlyo their careers defined by _their specialtieso

knees simply to expedite the satiation of placed college official has even been inside _ h11ge impersonal hospital systems.o

self-doubts. But, in a larger sense theseo heard to say, "It's the hippies or me!o Education became a major industry. 

One of us has got to go!"o The government plowed in tremendous amo'llt,so

What the college is trying to do is of money--"higher education in 1960 recei-
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Your recent e<U,torial points out a basic 1 
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fallacy that perfieatea today's adolescento ---�J.\ 
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gymnosperqa9ualy (or more aptly, aglumaceous-
ly), recallescent idelas, (pardon the simile)o ; 
half-baked adjectives, and more generally,o -11 c{3�" oF Tui-" f) A•-' \'2.o l='llM -
rhinencetalonously pugnacious offal. Butowe 
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Our espressed aim in this letter, theo
crotch of which will make itself known ino
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later work• is to bring the issue .;.,.volvedo / Pl" ·..1At..11i_m_]:\_QW1UoOD--7_p�5 :_ 1a crushing sock_dolagical hypothesis, and the-
reby, to remove the issue from further con-
e�deration. All this we do simplwto \ 
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)at all, with their everlasting preachmentso
�bout contentment with one's destiny, faitho
in something or other, modest demands abouto

children through grade school, 
ould learn to read and write. 

But changes in the economic basis ofo
this country forced the devel:pment or moreo
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·r_ough�, Kurt. Vowi.egut, J. Donlevy, James 
Baldwin,· J.,.D. Salinger , and of course, Al-
dous Huxley. And furthermore, yet on the o(o

strivings indicate a void in the fo:mdationso
of society at large and at the big "K" moreo
specifically. Desires and needs may be inate 

ten �noeither its physical, intellectual, oro
spiritual embodiment as reflected by the ac-
cepted practiceaa- jn each of these areas Buto
is it for us, thi youth who represent the i-
deals of and vehicle to greater understanding 
to condemn andfor refuse that which gave us the 

tsickness and e ·1� or -which learning relates 

We say NO: 1t is rather for 1:1s, tbe fertile, does not me� is regards to work ando
to work with rather than �gainst the realityo money, but the relation between eo le 

attitudes towards things v 1 

(Ed. note: The above article was given to 
us anonymously.o We would like to thank thep

Tho�f today and bring forth into the world the 
ideals of tomorrow. 

' au oradministration, in continually stiflingo
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